Focus on insensitivity

Deborah Morse

Students voiced feelings of frustration and anger about recent insensitivity on campus to a theory favor in Reynolds Hall on a recent evening.

The forum, attended by over 200 people, was sponsored by Director of Men's Affairs Larry Palmer and university chair of African and African American Studies. The forum was held over the display of the Confederate flag at Groves Stadium, and discussion revolved around the flag's message.

"What's the problem with a Confederate flag?" asked one student. "It's a symbol of the South." Another student countered, "It's a symbol of rebellion against the United States government." The discussion continued with students expressing their views on the flag's significance and its place on campus.

Basketball move to cut

eight non-revenue sports

Dan Liebman

The decision to drop the ACC games in Greensboro for next year indicates that Wake Forest will not only reduce its capacity but also cut 30 percent of its non-revenue sports.

"Basketball is the lifeblood of Wake Forest University," said athletic director Gene Hooks. "We can't afford to be complacent about the non-revenue sports, and this move is necessary to maintain the vitality of our athletic program.

"We need to focus on basketball and our other revenue-generating sports. We can't continue to support sports that don't bring in enough revenue to cover their costs."

Choirs begin to pledge

financial support to Wake

Bob Benge

Nearly 30 North Carolina Baptist churches have pledged Wake Forest to continue financial support for this year. Churches, however, need to send in their pledges to ensure the university's continued financial stability.

"We need to send in our pledges as soon as possible," said Wake Forest Baptist Church, pastor of Wake Forest Market Center. "This is a critical time for Wake Forest, and we need to support the university as much as possible.

"I believe that this is the right decision for Wake Forest, and I urge all churches to support the university in this time of need.

Weathering the elements

Weather is by far the toughest challenge for Wake Forest as they face inclement weather and unpredictable conditions.

"We try to plan for the worst," said athletic director Gene Hooks. "But we can't control the weather, and we need to be prepared for any situation.

"We need to stay focused and determined, and we need to give our athletes the best possible chance to succeed."
Recruiters to visit Wake

When Arthur Edmonds graduated from Wake Forest in 1979, he joined the Peace Corps. "I became acquainted with the life of the African people," he said.

His two years of service were not just full time Edmonds now says. "I traveled extensively to understand how complicated all the economic and political issues are on the continent."

Upper Volta, a country of six million people, left an indelible mark on the heart of most Peace Corps Volunteers. Upper Volta is a country," Edmonds said. It's difficult to put yourself in the shoes of a poor resident of a developing country, he said. Peace Corps volunteers serve two years in various programs in these nations. Peace Corps recruiters will also be recruiting on campus Thursday and Sunday in the Weinstein Building.

2 students found guilty of plagiarism

The Honor Council recently found two students guilty of plagiarism.

On January 10, an appeal was granted for the spring of 1981. A grade of F was the result of the course recommendation by the Office of Academic Affairs. The Peace Corps volunteers serve in Africa, Latin America, Asia, and the Pacific. Peace Corps volunteers serve two years in various programs in these nations. Other returned Peace Corps volunteers will also be on hand in Reynolda Hall on Saturday and Sunday.

"First, there's the territory that the area

Churches donate funds

King Henry VIII, played by David James, has a heap of beautiful vases setting for his attention in the University Theater production, "Royal Gambit." This play runs Feb. 13-14 and 16-21.

All students interested in attending Dickie in fall, but, should meet in the English Department at 5 p.m. Monday.

The music department is sponsoring a listener-

ADDENDA

All students are eligible to submit original, un-published verse to the International Poetry Reading National College Poetry Contest. All entries must be typed, double-spaced, and must include the student's name, student number, and the name of the school the student attends. In addition, a copy of the original work must be included. A fee of $1.00 per entry will be charged for the contest. All entries must be submitted to the Poetry Reading Committee by February 21. The winner of the contest will be announced at the poetry reading on March 10.

Students who are interested in participating should contact the Poetry Reading Committee at the English Department.

CARNATION SALE

Reynolda Hall lobby Feb. 9-12
$1 per carnation

We deliver anywhere on campus

FOR A PROFESSIONAL JOB YOU NEED A PROFESSIONAL RESUME

Resumes are Typset
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Play shows delightful Dickinson

Debra Fitzpatrick
My Brother, the Dr. Who: You Remember, my name? Emily Dickinson

If the words "Emily Dickinson" mean anything to someone, that person must have seen her picture, know her name, and perhaps even heard a song about the famous poetess. "Emily Dickinson" is the title of a play that opened this weekend. The play is a delightful look at the life and times of Emily Dickinson.

The play was written by Lori Wolford, a graduate student at the University of North Carolina. The play is an adaptation of Emily Dickinson's letters and biographies. The play is a study of Emily Dickinson's life and work, and it is a celebration of her contributions to literature.

The play is currently touring the country, and it is scheduled to perform in several cities over the next few months. The play is a must-see for anyone interested in the life and work of Emily Dickinson.

If you're interested in seeing the play, please contact your local theater for information on upcoming performances. The play is a wonderful tribute to one of America's most famous poets.
Letters to the editor

Take student opinion to the top

Dear Editor,

I would like to address this letter to the campus community for the purpose of rambling our WF basketball program.

First of all, I do not understand why the administration is willing to settle for lower standards. It seems to me that it would be better to walk through that hassle than to be in the third division of the country. It is disheartening for me to see Wake Forest cross the floor of the student body. I have been taught that one must be a winner or nothing at all. The efforts are commendable, but Wake Forest seems to be going nowhere. One must have a full commitment to win. If not, a student should not play basketball.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Dear Editor,

I am glad to find that I am a basketball fan and am beginning to understand the game better. I was brought up in a country where basketball was not played, but I have been looking forward to seeing Wake Forest play. I am sure that you will be pleased to read this letter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Rapport? Rhetoric? Peter campus community consider possible solution to Wake Forest's ominous predicament, 'The Lottery' revisited

The basketball season is about to start, and the Wake Forest community is already wondering how to handle the situation. The problem is that Wake Forest is not performing well in basketball, and the students are not satisfied with the team's performance. Some students believe that the administration is not doing enough to improve the team's performance, while others think that the students should be more patient and support the team. One thing is certain: there is a need for change and improvement.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
fixed smile of society rush has serious side effects
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THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN

LILY TOMLIN IN AN EPIC COMEDY

(GIVE OR TAKE A INCH)

NOW PLAYING AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

1/2 PRICE SALE

... Skiwear, Warmups, SkiGloves, Toboggans, Thermal Underwear, Raincoats and More ...

COME SEE US

Athletic Attic

1300 Forest Ave. (between Burke and 1st St.)
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LILY TOMLIN - CHARLES GROdin • NED BEATTY - A LJI PRODUCTION

WANTED: A MYTH AND SOME BELIEVERS

There is a Daniel, book of mighty in our time. I don't mean since 1843, I mean the kind of myth where the hero comes to a world gone awry and slays the dragon.

None happened to being the good guy? Nowadays much and much worse than that. J.R. is the only "yes love to him."

Can't do a triumphant apocalypse? Most enough. It can be packed tenability into a well-scrubbed tomato.

Has, perhaps it goes back everybody believed in for the first time, and a couple of wars that stank so over-polluting rivers and lands (except for a few plagues the Goddess stank. Everything). Then along came Progress. Progress was pep. Then one day the God of a Myth and a monomyth started making of whoever owned the first one. And not to be forgotten, it was the peasants who took a good look at Program and said, "Woof!"
The peasants also found the Goddess bad or good. She just didn't seem to have the energy they said. Progress went and greed grew; she just didn't feel everybody equally.

Program had invested solemnly since the first time it had presented this admission. They were predicting, by calling to be bought by neomongers, initially could form the moon land Program had said. Walls to fall off the walls of the peasants.

They were allowing themselves the liberty of saying they had been wrong, because they felt that which was any good religion, that, progressive of a better future.

The peasants even pretty soon. So the masses, their children with the capital to get Programs, then the Congress's Energy... the actual program couldn't get, back to its goals; the capital was abandoned.

Progress went final and this time there weren't men of the earth of the field. Their God was man. It is a fact which, perhaps, has wrestled out of the peasant's dream. But perhaps it goes back everybody believed in for the first time, and a couple of wars that stank so over-polluting rivers and lands (except for a few plagues the Goddess stank. Everything). Then along came Progress. Progress was pep. Then one day the God of a Myth and a monomyth started making of whoever owned the first one. And not to be forgotten, it was the peasants who took a good look at Program and said, "Woof!"
The peasants also found the Goddess bad or good. She just didn't seem to have the energy they said. Progress went and greed grew; she just didn't feel everybody equally.

Program had invested solemnly since the first time it had presented this admission. They were predicting, by calling to be bought by neomongers, initially could form the moon land Program had said. Walls to fall off the walls of the peasants.

They were allowing themselves the liberty of saying they had been wrong, because they felt that which was any good religion, that, progressive of a better future.

The peasants even pretty soon. So the masses, their children with the capital to get Programs, then the Congress's Energy... the actual program couldn't get, back to its goals; the capital was abandoned.

Progress went final and this time there weren't men of the earth of the field. Their God was man. It is a fact which, perhaps, has wrestled out of the peasant's dream. But perhaps it goes back everybody believed in for the first time, and a couple of wars that stank so over-polluting rivers and lands (except for a few plagues the Goddess stank. Everything). Then along came Progress. Progress was pep. Then one day the God of a Myth and a monomyth started making of whoever owned the first one. And not to be forgotten, it was the peasants who took a good look at Program and said, "Woof!"
The peasants also found the Goddess bad or good. She just didn't seem to have the energy they said. Progress went and greed grew; she just didn't feel everybody equally.
Frank Johnson leaps into the arms of his teammates last Saturday in the game against Marquette. The Deacons defeated the Blue Demons 83-60.

Kitson experiences first pro football season

"Kitson is a product of the Wake Forest program," said Coach Bill Ard. "He's as cool as my Happy Road, he is not even affected by the hoopla surrounding him..." Young still must have ice in his emotions..." said Young.

"Kitson is going to be drafted in the first or second round and be more of a shot at the Packers," said Young. "He also has the composure and moxy by which need not be deplored. Kitson is going to be drafted in the first or second round and be more of a shot at the Packers."

Kevin Johnson leaps into the arms of his teammates, the Deacons defeated the Blue Demons 83-60.

Kitson experiences first pro football season

"Kitson is going to be drafted in the first or second round and be more of a shot at the Packers," said Young. "He also has the composure and moxy by which need not be deplored. Kitson is going to be drafted in the first or second round and be more of a shot at the Packers."

Kevin Johnson leaps into the arms of his teammates, the Deacons defeated the Blue Demons 83-60.
Mid-distance runners key to track success

A handful of middle distance runners led by David Crowe, a new student from Virginia, will provide the strength of the Wake Forest track team this year. Crowe set a 1500 meter and the 3000 meter records. "Crowe is the best conditioned of the runners and has the most talent," head coach Paul Snover said. "Crowe has the potential to be the best in the nation."

The strength of the Wake Forest track team has the potential to reach the NCAA Championships in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Crowe's time in the mile is probably because the student-body president of the school, which is 6' 2" and weighs 170 pounds, has a high school record of 4:01 in the mile.

"He's fast," Crowe said. "He's really fast."

Crowe has just broken his high school record of 8:47 in the mile, which he set when he was 14 years old.

The Deacons have the potential to be the best in the nation.

 "As a team, we've got a chance," Crowe said. "We've got a chance to win the conference and go to the nationals."
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